The stability conditions of plane waves against three-dimensional pertur bations in plane Poiseuille flow, as described by a dispersive cubically nonlinear complex-amplitude equation, under perturbations quasiperiodic in two of the space dimensions are investigated. It is found that if the parameters satisfy certain conditions, a wave is totally stable. These conditions are an extension of those given for the lower dimensional case by J. T. Stuart and R. C. DiPrima {Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A 362, 27^1 (1978)). The centre manifold theorem is then used to investigate the nature of the solutions bifurcating from a marginally unstable plane wave. Hopf bifurcations occur in the 1, 2 or 3 perturbing sidebands that are neutrally stable to the unperturbed wave and can give rise to limit cycles or tori. . Here we will be concerned with bounded solutions, the simplest of these being the plane waves, which have already been studied by Stuart & DiPrima (1978) . As the stability of these solutions changes with the parameters of the equation, or the parameters of the plane wave itself, ocher more complicated solutions are created. Considering perturbations that are quasi-periodic in space, we obtain an infinite set of coupled equations, which in general one cannot truncate easily. However, if we consider these equations close to the marginally stable waves, we may use the centre manifold theorem and associated results of bifurcation theory (Carr 1981) to obtain a finite set of coupled equations, which provide a structurally stable approximation to the infinite set in the neighbourhood of the neutrally stable wave.
We now consider modulations of this basic wave, and take R to be slightly greater than Rc, with a small positive parameter e proportional to \R -RC\, as described by Davey et al. (1974) where Q(g, ij,t) = \ A \ 2+p 0Pol/0^, pi s a constant and the slow variables £, i/, r are defined by £ = e* (a:-cgt), 7 = r -et, where e = oji, the growth rate and cg = d ct he gr at ( k,i,R) = (kc,0,Rc). It follows from the concavity of the neutral surface near ( kc, 0, Rc) that ar > 0. down stream As these parameters change, destabilizing a plane wave, we find that it gives way to stable solutions, typically a two-or three-torus in space and time. Thus we see that as solutions cross the threshold of stability, stable solutions bifurcate from them which have a richer structure, depending on two or three independent phases.
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T h e stability of the plane wave solutions to PERTURBATIONS QUASI-PERIODIC IN SPACE
The stability conditions for two-dimensional disturbances in plane Poiseuille flow were studied by Stuart & DiPrima (1978) , but this investigation was incomplete. They considered Benjamin-Feir and Eckhaus-type sideband pertur bations, which are equivalent to the quasi-periodic perturbations considered here. However, they did not treat fully the cases in which there is more than one destabilizing sideband.
Here, after obtaining the general stability conditions for three-dimensional disturbances, we analyse first, in §3 a, those for two-dimensional disturbances, secondly, in §36, those for three-dimensional disturbances when the coupling parameter in (1.1), y ,is zero, and thirdly, in §3c, those when y is non-zero.
Consider a plane wave solution specified by its wavenumbers ( / , y0), as described in §2, and perturbations of it ( B r j, r), $(£, First we shall consider these stability criteria for the two dimensions, where A is independent of rj, then secondly for three dimensions with = 0, and finally this case for y# 0.
(a) Stability criteria for two dimensions
A complete analysis of the stability criteria, mainly obtained by Stuart & DiPrima (1978) , can be given by considering the nature of the neutral curve in the relevant region of the (y,y0) space.
Either by considering plane waves separately for two-dimensional disturbances (equation (1.2) ) or by taking Q = 0 in (2.2) and (2.3) one fi A0, wavenumber y() and frequency Q0 are related by
where fiT has been taken to be non-zero. The case fiT = 0 is dealt with separately below. By using (3.9) and (3.10) to solve for | A0 | and Q0 the stability criteria (Cl) and ( For fi\ just greater than fi2 _ a range of sidebands disjoint in wavenumber from the basic wave destabilize it and there are two sidebands to which it is neutrally stable.
For / i2 a little greater there is a set of destabilizing sidebands with wavenumbers surrounding that of the basic wave, in addition to the set with disjoint wavenumbers just discussed. There are also three sidebands to which it is neutrally stable.
Region 4. n < 0. I fO^/^s^ l / « r the curve = 0 does not cross the axis and there is always a set of destabilizing sidebands with wavenumbers in the neighbourhood of that of the basic wave.
Restricted perturbations
If the perturbation is restricted to a set of sidebands, for example if it is periodic, then there may be more values of /tjj than in the general case, for which the basic wave is stable. In regions 1-3 this will almost always be the case. 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL AMPLITUDE EQUATION CHANGE STABILITY
In the previous section we determined the stability of the plane waves, for which we only required the linear parts of the equations for the Bn, s (equations (3.2) and (3.3) ). This infinite set, neZ, comprises subsets of equations, which are decoupled from each other, for the Bn, B_n s and th plane wave passes through neutral stability, with respect to one or more of the sidebands, solutions of the nonlinear equations are created. Unlike its linear counterpart the full nonlinear infinite set of equations does not decouple. However, if we consider these equations for values of the parameters close to those for which the plane wave is neutrally stable, a structurally stable approximation, involving only a finite number of sidebands, may be made by using centre manifold theory (Carr 1981) . The centre manifold The centre eigenspace of a fixed point is the direct sum of the eigenspaces with purely imaginary eigenvalues. The centre manifold is an invariant manifold of the flow whose tangent space at the fixed point is the centre eigenspace. Marsden and McCracken in 1976 have shown that under certain smoothness conditions such a manifold always exists. Exact calculation of it is in general impossible; however, a formal series approximation about the fixed point may be found to any order, a method of which is given by Carr (1981) . In fact here the centre manifold, which is locally the direct sum of the eigenspaces such that /Pn = 1 /ar, is found to be the direct sum of the eigenspaces up to and including second order. The approximation to this order is sufficient as cubic-order terms only affect the behaviour of the flow on the centre manifold at fifth order. Also, more accurate approximations would be inappropriate because the initial equation is only valid to cubic order. Thus we take the approximate centre manifold to be (An,A_n), for n such that / -1 Since it is invariant it may be considered independently of the rest of the phase space. The motion on the centre manifold is then given by A_n,e) and the motion on it is given by (4.2) and (4.3) Since and do not appear in the equations for Rn and R_n, (4.4) and (4.5) respectively, the problem is reduced to considering these two equations separately from (4.6) and (4.7). Non-zero fixed points of the subsystem ( ) correspond to limit cycles of the full system ( Rn , R_n, Three for /?r e >0 ; two of which lie on the axes and are stable (unstable) if /?r > 0 (/?r < 0) and the third lies on the line Rn = R_n and is not stable. For < 0 the only fixed point is the zero solution ( Rn = R_n = 0). The phase port system for the different signs of e,/3r are shown in figure 6. Thus if /?r is positive (negative) the zero solution is destabilized (stabilized) by increasing (decreasing) e and one unstable and two stable (unstable) periodic solutions are created, all with frequency -Gq(l -e )/a r -^ e//?r . The solutions created on the axes, i.e. in a single mode, are in fact the plane waves described in §2. The third symmetrical solution is new but it is not an exact solution of (1.2).
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F ig u r e 6. The phase planes of the (Rt, R_t) system. where D describes the m otion on the local centre m anifold and E describes th e motion on the local stable manifold. We find th a t to second order th e centre manifold is given by E -0, i.e. th e eigenspace D is th e centre m a approxim ation up to and including second order. As in §5a, higher order approxim ations will n ot change the equations for th e flow on th e centre m anifold up to and including cubic term s and the equations are valid for jan tak en close to its critical value, f i n c. ( -00,00) is continuous, the parameter situation where such a Hopf bifurcation would be most easily identified is in parameter regions 2 or 3, where ja0 = l1--This is because the wavenumber of the neutrally stable perturbing sideband is not close to the wavenumber of the basic wave and the basic wave is stable to all the other sidebands. If periodic boundary conditions are imposed the Hopf bifurcation described above would occur for the parameter region 1 (and possibly region 4) for some /i0.
Solutions created as the plane waves change stability
Consider the plane wave
(b) Two values of /Pn giving a centre manifold
For this situation to occur the (ajar, /?* parameters must lie in one of the regions 2 or 3 described in §3a. In general the two values fi\ > [Pm will be incommensurate, but if they are commensurate the equations for the centre manifold and the resulting analysis of it is unchanged unless fin = 2/im or S/im. We shall first consider the case where the frequencies are incommensurate. destabilized by them when one or both of the Air pass through zero. In parameter regions 1 and 2 only one of the XiT passes through zero and a stable 2-torus (in space and time) is created, which lies in one mode. In parameter regions 4-6 both of the XiT pass through zero and two 2-tori are created, one lying in each mode, one stable and one unstable. In parameter region 6, in addition to two (now both) stable 2-tori lying in each mode an unstable 3-torus (in space and time) is created. Of course all this is only valid for XiT small.
Incommensurate frequencies
Commensurate frequencies
If fin = 2 fim we find that to second order the centre manifold is no longer the direct sum of the centre eigenspaces Dx and D2, given by = 0, but that it is now given by Ex --rxD\, E2--r2DxD$. The flow on the centre is described by the following equations, where the variables Ux and U2 are nearly identical to Dx and D2, i.e. they are equivalent to first order in ( 
If fin -2fim or 2fa, or jim = 2fa, the centre manifold is more complicated in the manner described in §56. Exactly the same type of analysis as was used in that section may be used here. This gives ( Returning to the amplitude equation for two-dimensional flow we obtain a neutral curve for the plane waves, which is a cubic in the wavenumber squared of both the plane wave and the perturbing sideband (perturbing waves with wavenumbers equidistant from the wavenumber of the plane wave). Thus where a plane wave with a specific wavenumber is not totally stable it will be neutrally stable to either one, two or three sets of sidebands. The solutions that are created as the plane wave changes stability lie approximately on the manifold of the neutrally stable sidebands (by centre manifold theory). A range of solutions may exist, depending on the values of the parameters ( §3). If there is only one neutrally stable sideband a Hopf bifurcation occurs in the centre manifold of the neutrally stable sideband, i.e. the origin changes stability by creating (or destroying) a limit cycle with stability equal to that of the origin before (after) the bifurcation occurred. The resulting solution lies on a 2-torus in both space and time. If the 2-torus is created (destroyed) the bifurcation is called supercritical (subcritical). The parameter of the bifurcation may be taken to be either the wavenumber of the sideband or the wavenumber of the plane wave, the change in stability occurring for a specific wavenumber or for a plane wave subject to a slowly growing (or decaying) perturbating sideband respectively.
If the perturbation is such that sidebands of all wavenumbers are present the basic wave will generally be destabilized by those sidebands closest in wavenumber to the basic wave. However, there is a certain set of parameters such that an observable Hopf bifurcation of the nature described above occurs. The bifurcation is observable because the wavenumber of the sideband is not close to that of the basic wave and because the basic wave is stable to all the other sidebands.
If there are two neutrally stable sidebands, Hopf bifurcations may occur on either or both of the centre manifolds of the two sidebands. If only one occurs the situation is the same as for one neutrally stable sideband. If two occur then an additional solution may be created, which is a three torus in both time and space. This 3-torus is always unstable in space, but the 2-tori existing for the same parameter values are stable (unstable) if the origin is unstable (stable). As before there are different parameters of bifurcation that may be taken.
For three neutrally stable sidebands analogous situations occur involving 2-tori, 3-tori and 4-tori. The 3-tori and 4-tori are always unstable.
Both the last two cases, two and three neutrally stable sidebands, are really relevant if the boundary conditions are such as to restrict the form of the perturbation, i.e. to be periodic or something similar. This means considering commensurate frequencies. In general the two systems for the commensurate and incommensurate cases are connected by near identity transformations. However, there are cases where the parameters in the two systems differ. Note also that for the 3-mode case the commensurate system is structurally unstable and more complicated behaviour may actually be present.
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